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AR I S SARAF I ANOS

Pain, Labor, and the Sublime:
Medical Gymnastics and
Burke’s Aesthetics

I K (1724–1804)   the signifi-
cance of medical science for the construction of Edmund Burke’s (1729–1797) aes-
thetics. Despite his reservations as to whether Burke’s medical approach would
solve the broader problems raised by the question of taste, Kant viewed it as an
‘‘extremely fine’’ and ‘‘rich’’ example of ‘‘physiological exposition.’’1 Recurrent
throughout his Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beau-
tiful (1757), but particularly prominent in part 4, Burke’s medical rhetoric was in-
scribed within the broader context of the author’s well-documented engagement
with medical science around the time of the treatise’s composition. His editorship
of the Annual Register provided that periodical with a rich collection of medical and
other related entries, while scraps of information like poems and anecdotes found
in his notebooks record his heated exchanges with famous physicians and notorious
quacks of the time.2 Moreover, Burke’s contemporaries eagerly acknowledged the
importance of his involvement with medical materialism and roundly applauded
the way his ‘‘natural philosophy’’ gave ‘‘criticism a face which we never saw it
wear before.’’3

Paradoxically, however, it was since Kant, who in spite of his admiration dis-
missed Burke’s medical language as ‘‘merely empirical,’’ that the reception of this
side of the Enquiry started to decline.4 Even recent commentators on the Enquiry
have continued to view Burke’s physiological observations in the inaccurate terms
of a ‘‘neo-Newtonian scientism’’ or a ‘‘strange homespun psycho-physiology,’’
which is ‘‘far from rigorous or consistent,’’ ‘‘antiquated,’’ or even ‘‘silly.’’5

By contrast, this paper will show that Burke’s engagement with medicine was
not only persistent but also serious, sophisticated, and pioneering. Moreover, it will
endeavor to prove that his medical language is central to a deeper understanding
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of the cultural and social implications of the Enquiry. In this process, I will concen-
trate on the analysis of two essential concepts of Burke’s variant ofmedical material-
ism, his theory of pain and his notion of labor as health-enhancing practices.6 In
the first two sections, I will try to explain the predominant role Burke’s aesthetics
assigned to pain at a time when the study of pain was fast becoming central to
the development of modern medicine in the fields of experimental physiology and
vitalist theory. In the following section, I will analyze Burke’s notion of physical
labor in the context of themedical debates over the physiological usefulness of exer-
cise. Based on a clearer perception of the political nature of these medical discus-
sions, I will conclude by addressing the question of the social specificity of theEnqui-
ry’s aesthetic ideology, including its possible audiences, its broader agendas, and its
relevant implications for the politics of aesthetics today.

This investigation of Burke’s aesthetic concepts aims to add one more dimen-
sion to the interdisciplinary character of the discourse of the sublime, which has
recently become a topic of increasing scholarly interest.7 Finally, it will attempt to
provide an alternative history of aesthetics and art criticism, and, in this process, it
will I hope contribute new critical insights into the diverse cultural and political
functions of an aesthetic category, the sublime, which is still rightly regarded as ‘‘the
single artistic sensibility to characterise the Modern.’’8

The Sublime Sovereignty of Pain

The concept of pain is the ruling principle of Burke’s theory of the sub-
lime and operates, throughout the Enquiry, within a broader and highly polarized
set of terms.9 While the beautiful hinges on the instincts of pleasure, love, repro-
duction, and society, the sublime, according to Burke, is connected to pain, self-
preservation, and individuality (85–91). In developing these antitheses, Burke
openly criticized the Lockean tradition, which had dealt with pain and pleasure
as continuous phenomena, where the diminution of pain was treated as the emer-
gence of pleasure, and the removal of pleasure was seen as the onset of pain. By
contrast, Burke insisted that pain and pleasure were fundamentally discontinuous
and irreducible states ‘‘by no means necessarily dependent on each other for their
existence’’ (80). They are ‘‘simple ideas’’ of ‘‘a positive nature’’—primary and foun-
dationalist categories (80–83).

This is an important step in the emergence of the concept of pain as an autono-
mous phenomenon, although its role as a regulator of the sublime demanded fur-
ther elaboration and entailed almost irresolvable complications. While Burke tied
the destiny of the sublime to pain, he was also at pains to distinguish one from
the other. The invention of ‘‘delight,’’ a third emotion, ‘‘distinct in nature,’’ served
precisely this purpose. Delight is a mixture of positive pain and relative pleasure:
‘‘a relative species of pleasure,’’ unrelated to ‘‘positive pleasure’’ but dependent on
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‘‘the removal of pain and danger.’’ It is whatever excites this particular emotion
that Burke labels the sublime (83–84).

The postulation of delight seems at first to accomplish a much needed separa-
tion of the sublime affect from the sheer crudity of physical pain. Burke frequently
took similar safety precautions: ‘‘when danger or pain press too nearly, they are inca-
pable of giving any delight, and are simply terrible; but at certain distances and with
certain modifications, they may be, and they are delightful’’ (86, my italics). Burke’s
reiteration of such propositions has led scholars to neglect his equally frequent evo-
cations of the raw iconographies of pain, mischaracterizing his theory of the sub-
lime as shallow and suspicious in that it ‘‘only arises . . . from a position of safety.’’
Frances Ferguson thus described Burke’s sublime as ‘‘something of a shell game,’’
while for Tom Furniss it seemed more of a ‘‘fiction,’’ ‘‘a moment of theatre,’’ than
‘‘a genuine transcendence’’.10 However, it seems that such an interpretation of the
sublime overlooks the multiplicity of discursive forces in the Enquiry and overlooks
in particular the structural and frequently precipitous relations that the Burkean
sublime developed with the raw and primal forces of physical pain. Besides, this
interpretation of the sublime seems closely aligned precisely with those aesthetic
propositions that Burke had set out to refute in his book. Indeed, to clear himself
of any association with Joseph Addison’s (1672–1719) ‘‘soft’’ version of the sublime,
Burke had first explained that his own definition of the sublime did not arise out
of ‘‘our immunity from’’ situations of danger; safety, for Burke, was explicitly not
among the causes of sublime delight (93–4). Second, though he was keen to distin-
guish between the violent physicality of ‘‘pain’’ and the ‘‘somewhat’’ softer versions
of ‘‘delight,’’ ‘‘fear or terror,’’ he, in the end, treated them as identical: ‘‘agreeing
in producing a tension, contraction, or violent emotion of the nerves, they agree
likewise in every thing else’’ (162).

Even more crucially, throughout the Enquiry Burke deployed a maximalist vo-
cabulary of raw pain, of violence and strain, of convulsions and spasms to describe
the bodily effects specific to the sublime (174). The organ of hearing must ‘‘suffer’’
an increasing ‘‘tension’’ and ‘‘convulsion.’’ It must be ‘‘worked up to such a pitch
as to be capable of the sublime,’’ namely, ‘‘to the verge of pain’’ that makes the
‘‘whole fabric consent with it’’ (169). Similarly, ‘‘the whole capacity of the eye, vi-
brating in all its parts must approach near to the nature of what causes pain [to]
produce an idea of the sublime’’ (163). Terror must also be sufficiently aggressive
to produce ‘‘an unnatural tension and certain violent emotions of the nerves’’ (166),
allowing them to achieve that ‘‘full tension . . . which is allied to strong pain, and
causes the sublime’’ (167). Likewise, darkness owes its sublimity to the way in which
the radial fibers of the iris ‘‘come to be so contracted, as to strain the nerves that
compose it beyond their natural tone; and by this means to produce a painful sensa-
tion’’ (174). The examples where the rhetorical defences of the Enquiry break down
and the discourse of the sublime slips into a kind of macabre ‘‘dance of pain,’’ a
graphic description of the experience of pain, are numerous.
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Clearly, the Burkean sublime does not shrink away from pain, but this does not
mean that pain and the sublime were perceived as contemporaneous or entirely
identical with each other. Burke realized that his aesthetics of pain were danger-
ously unconventional and, accordingly, tried to tread this minefield carefully. In the
end, Burke’s solution involved the remodeling of the sublime in the form of an after-
effect of actual pain: the feeling of the sublime is produced when we are ‘‘released
from the severity of some cruel pain,’’ or when ‘‘we have just escaped an imminent
danger’’ (82). Indeed, the proper tense of the sublime is the present perfect: ‘‘When
we have suffered from any violent emotion, the mind naturally continues in some-
thing like the same condition,’’ producing in the process emotions of delight (82).
Even more eloquently, Burke’s seminal example of the joys of convalescence as a char-
acteristic condition of the sublime affect points toward the same conclusion. The
delights we feel when ‘‘we recover our Health, when we escape an imminent Dan-
ger’’ reveals the ‘‘solid, strong, and severe nature’’ of ‘‘the stock from whence it
[the sublime] spr[ings]’’ (85). The autobiographical allusions are interesting here.
Burke’s own period of convalescence under the medical supervision of his future
father-in-law, the Bath physician Christopher Nugent (1698–1775), coincides chro-
nologically with the Enquiry’s very composition. Burke’s sublime excitement at his
recovery is aptly documented in the poem he dedicated to Nugent.11 Indeed, part
4 of the Enquiry can well be seen as another kind of homage on Burke’s part to his
physician, who ‘‘restor’d his Life, and taught him how to Live.’’12

From all these points of view, the logic of the sublime does not seem to be en-
tirely phantasmal or theatrical. As a matter of fact, it seems to presuppose rather than
preempt the experience of pain and disease, and constitutes a method of coping
with them. And if there has to be a built-in safety valve in Burke’s risky narrative
of the sublime, this should rather be found in the form of a temporal delay; namely,
in the fact that the sublime affect emerges in the shadows of the departing experi-
ence of pain.

Moreover, this emphasis on the threatening conditions of the sublime affect
outlines a distinctly atypical aesthetic. The priorities of polite aesthetics and their
continental parallels in neoclassical art theory, with which Burke developed an
active relationship, throw the oddness of his propositions into further relief.13 The
aesthetic ideal of Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717–1768), for example, was
based on precisely the opposite notion of rest. Even when pain had to be repre-
sented—andWinckelmann never underestimated this necessity—the artist had to
work out ‘‘a position as close to the state of rest as was compatible with [the] agony’’
in question.14 Setting out to overturn this existing aesthetic hierarchy in an inno-
vative work on taste, Burke magnified the relations of pain and the sublime in an
attempt to prove that the latter was superior to beauty. Therefore, just as pain was
the ‘‘strongest emotion which the mind is capable of feeling’’—certainly ‘‘much
more powerful than . . . pleasure’’—so the sublime was guaranteed a place in the
summit of Burkean aesthetics (86, 107–13).
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However, Burke’s ideas on pain had an even broader range of reference, from
which they acquired both their historical possibility and their discursive resource-
fulness. The contemporary medical discussions on the ‘‘usefulness of pain’’ offer
crucial assistance in unraveling the web of Burke’s references and aspirations.

The ‘‘Usefulness of Pain’’:
Medical Knowledge and Therapy

From the middle of the eighteenth century, the study of pain acquired a
new positive function in the investigation of the medical as well as the psychological
and cultural aspects of man.15 These new epistemological functions of pain were
particularly significant for the evolution of physiological science. Pain provided a
valuable key to a new understanding of human behavior as the product of regular
and predictable economies of ‘‘motivation’’ and became the generator of the pro-
cesses of knowledge and consciousness.16 Burke’s definition of pain as an instinct
beyond the command of the understanding and perception is rooted in these devel-
opments. A text immediately related to these pioneering currents written by Burke’s
friendRichard Brocklesby (1722–1797) provides a valuable context for understand-
ing the importance the Enquiry attributed to pain.

Brocklesby’s life, aesthetics, politics, andwork intersect with Burke’s in a variety
of mutually enlightening ways.17 He was not just Burke’s senior schoolfellow in Ire-
land and lifelong friend after their reunion in London. Apart from his numerous
professional distinctions at the time, Brocklesby also has a prominent place in the
history of medicine owing to his extremely influential essay ‘‘An Account of Some
Experiments on the Sensibility and Irritability of the Several Parts of the Animals’’
(1755).18 On the one hand, the text constitutes the earliest introduction in England
of the pathbreaking vitalism of the Swiss experimentalist Albrecht von Haller
(1708–1777). Haller’s study of the specificity of life, that is, of the vital principle
and its two essential properties of sensibility and irritability, found with Brocklesby
an early and adept popularizer. On the other hand, at the level of scientific method-
ology, Brocklesby’s ‘‘Account’’ marks the earliest instance of an avant-garde prag-
matic experimentalism, and, as such, it stands out against the ‘‘background of de-
cay’’ of English physiology in the 1740s and 1750s.19 The rigorous empiricism and
programmatic materialism of section 1, part 4 of the Enquiry replicates the same
rigorousmethodological specifications (159–61) and a similarly antispeculative and
antisublime paratactic style of writing.

Moreover, I would like to argue here that Brocklesby’s ‘‘Account’’ provided
Burke with a reassuring screen for the specific projection of his emerging unconven-
tional insights about the relation between pain and the sublime. Setting out to rec-
ord the proceedings of a series of carefully orchestrated but messy vivisections, the
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‘‘Account’’ describes in detail how Brocklesby doused with sharp and acid liquors,
vellicated, cut into, and pricked a series of tendons, joints and ligaments, mem-
branes and internal organs. Brocklesby’s intent was to scrutinize the different quali-
ties and intensities of the expressions of animal pain thus inflicted. He stands on
his guard to hear violent and loud cries or other definite expressions of suffering
and pain in order to determine the fluctuating degrees of sensibility of the different
anatomical areas he operates on. Moreover, Brocklesby keeps an eye out to certify
the incidence of spastic motions, contractions, and other agitations in order to de-
termine the degrees of anatomical irritability. Evidently Brocklesby used the bla-
tancy of pain as a primary instrument for a rigorous distinction between sensibility
and irritability. His research produced a new anatomical map: for Brocklesby and
Haller skin, nerves, and innervated parts were sensitive but motionless, while mus-
cle fibers and membranes were insensible but moving.

Burke’s neurological discourse does not completely adopt Haller and Brockles-
by’s rather rigid division between sensibility and irritability, feeling and motion. In
Burke, nerves move, muscles and organs feel, and pain, like pleasure, is both a kind
of feeling and a specifically important kind of motion. This integrated perception
of sensibility as a universal and omnipotent phenomenon of the body provides an
immediate connection between Burke’s Enquiry and later manifestations of vi-
talist thinking.20

Burke did extrapolate extensively fromBrocklesby’s propositions, however, and
developed his own original adaptations. In this process, Brocklesby’s physiological
division between pain and insensibility was transformed into the aesthetic polarity
between pain and pleasure. Pain figures as a higher order of sensibility, which Burke
identified with the labors of the sublime. Pleasure, by contrast, represents a signifi-
cantly diminished state of feeling, which Burke associated with the insipidity of the
beautiful. Furthermore, similar to the way inwhich Brocklesby used these polarities
in order to reshape physiology, pathology, and therapeutics, Burke understood them
to signal the birth of aesthetics as a materialist science.21 This birth took two forms.
On the one hand, following Brocklesby and Haller’s rigorous styles of analytical
division, Burke treated the sublime and the beautiful as unequal ‘‘opposite and
contradictory’’ states, divided by an ‘‘eternal distinction’’ (157–58). In this way, he
laid the foundations for a systematic classification and hierarchical ordering of aes-
thetic judgments. On the other hand, following Brocklesby’s experiments on ani-
mal receptivity when exposed to painful forms of stimulation, Burke studied the laws
of human reception (99), under conditions of similarly extreme assaults from nature
and art. Disrupting the customary art criticism of his time, which prioritized the
study of the internal rules of artistic compositions, Burke thus emphasized the role
of the viewing experience. Moreover, in the materialist manner of his vivisectionist
friend, he sought to understand the rules of taste and the ‘‘solid and sure principles’’
of art by ‘‘piercing into the inmost and what might appear inaccessible parts of our
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nature,’’ in the secret depths of human fibers (98). With Burke, indeed, aesthetics
emerged first as a rigorous analytic and second as an environmental science with a series
of medical implications.

In the public consciousness of the time, these structural affinities between
Burke’s aesthetics and Brocklesby’s vivisections were bound to inflame imagina-
tions and create deeper anxieties. They rightly led the Enquiry’s reviewers to pick
up a whole host of negative connections between Burke’s positive theory of pain
and extreme forms of violence, including human and animal torture as well as
animal experimentation. Burke’s contemporaries unsurprisingly focused their dis-
approval on the root cause of the ‘‘problem,’’ the newly assumed importance of
pain. For the Literary Magazine, it was Burke’s starting ‘‘position’’ that ‘‘the sublime
belongs entirely to the passions of self-preservation, which turn on pain and dan-
ger’’ that ‘‘seems to have led him into a mistake throughout his work.’’22 More par-
ticularly, it was Burke’s rigid analytical system and its attendant promotion of pain
to a sovereign position that attracted most public dissatisfaction. Commentators
repeatedly felt obliged to reassure themselves that the sublime ‘‘belongs to no partic-
ular passion’’ and ‘‘may excite sensations very different from terror.’’ Likewise, pain,
‘‘contraction or tension’’ might accompany situations so trivial, hideous, or ridicu-
lous that they could never command any sublime sensation.23 Burke’s reviewers
were particularly eager to trace in detail the awkward associations to which his
definition of the sublime as amodification of pain could lead. Some of these associa-
tions were particularly unpleasant by virtue of their abject relations to key cata-
strophic events like ‘‘Nero setting fire to Rome and queenMary burning hereticks at
Smithfield,’’ or, the seminal example of human torture, ‘‘the iron bed of Damien.’’24

The parallels critics drew between Burke’s notion of pain and the iconography
of torture firmly set the Enquiry within the context of the current controversy re-
garding the ethos of vivisection. The criticism of Burke’s theory of pain was indeed
conducted in terms similar to the criticisms of vivisection, which was seen as taste-
less and pointless but, more decisively, as a cruel and dangerous exercise. Though
detractors of vivisection had been vocal from the end of the seventeenth century,
the debate both intensified and shifted in the period immediately before and after
the publication of the Enquiry. Now it directly addressed the problem of pain, raised
the questions of animal and human suffering, and scrutinized the moral and phys-
ical effects of this kind of ‘‘torture’’ on individuals and society.25 Already a year
before the publication of the Enquiry, Brocklesby’s experimental techniques had
provoked a scathing attack from the Tory publication Critical Review. The reviewer
aligned Brocklesby’s practices of vivisection with the ‘‘shade of a butcher’s slaugh-
terhouse’’ and the ‘‘impolite’’ and dangerous connotations of violence and cruelty.26

Moreover, as another close friend of Burke, the lexicographer and philologist Sam-
uel Johnson (1709–1784), made clear, vivisections bore an immediate relation to
human torture in that these ‘‘horrid operations’’ ‘‘tend to harden the heart.’’27 Wil-
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liamHogarth (1697–1764) had already visualized Johnson’s point by famously por-
traying callous behavior toward animals as the first step in a future life of crime in
his print cycle, Four Stages of Cruelty (1751). Likewise, Johnson’s average vivisection-
ist would inevitably, at some point, be tempted ‘‘to extend his arts of torture’’ upon
the most vulnerable classes of mankind, ‘‘infancy and age,’’ ‘‘feeble bodies and bro-
ken minds.’’28 For Johnson, the dangerous cruelty of vivisection was further accen-
tuated by the minimal epistemological benefits thus acquired: ‘‘by knives, fire, and
poison, knowledge is not always sought, and is very seldom attained.’’29 More inter-
estingly, Johnson’s attacks on the sadistic practices of this avant-garde materialism
were coextensive with his assault on the usual masochistic rationales of pain offered
by organized religion. As a matter of fact, Johnson saw an uncanny resemblance
between the medical discourses on the usefulness of pain and the standard religious
arguments that human pain was a divine punishment, necessary for the ‘‘felicity’’
of God and the works of providence.30 He was in this respect quick to notice that
this type of religious justification of pain made God appear like a vivisectionist, a
‘‘virtuoso’’ who ‘‘experiments upon our sensibility,’’ ‘‘putting us in agonies’’ and
‘‘torturing us to madness,’’ so that he could take ‘‘delight.’’31 However, Johnson had
to acknowledge that there must be some kind of redeeming feature in the existence
of pain. Contrary to the discourses he criticized, Johnson’s understanding of the
usefulness of pain fell squarely within the banal politeness of moral philosophy.
In an essay that was immediately reprinted in Burke’s Annual Register he indeed
recognized the role of pain as the cause of ‘‘charity,’’ ‘‘grandeur,’’ and spiritual ‘‘ele-
vation’’ and extolled its function as the most effective antidote to the excesses of
pleasure.32

Despite some superficial similarities, Burke’s theory of sublime pain provided
the very antithesis to this kind of critique. For Burke, ‘‘the misfortunes and pains
of others’’ force us ‘‘to sympathise’’ with them not from the superior and rational
position of charitable generosity, but in an instinctual burst of empathetic identifi-
cation. Thus, far from ‘‘hardening the heart’’ and eroding social connections, this
empathy is cohesive and salutary (92). In the same manner, while Johnson saw the
expediency of pain in the way it disrupted ‘‘the inebriation of success, the ardour
of expectation, and the vehemence of competition,’’ Burke saw it as a stimulant to
‘‘ambition’’ and maximal ‘‘labour’’ (90–96).33 Moreover, if Johnson’s final conclu-
sion was that ‘‘physical evil may be therefore endured with patience, since it is the
cause of moral good,’’ Burke saw pain’s advantages in immediately physical and
medical terms.34

As a result, for Burke pain is far more than a passive check on the entropies of
pleasure; it is an active force for the optimization of power and wealth, individual
wellbeing and social welfare. Faced with the foregoing kind of negative reception
of pain, and despite the diverse checks and balances of his theory of the sublime,
Burke rightly felt that he had to flesh out more convincingly the immediately posi-
tive side of his radical connections between pain, delight, and sublimity. In light of
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the increasing importance of the ‘‘politics of health in the eighteenth century,’’
Burke’s decision to resort to medicine and explain the advantages of his new aes-
thetic of the sublime in biomedical terms was a happy choice.35 Using this meta-
phor, Burke was able to present the sublime as the ‘‘best remedy’’ for all the physical
‘‘evils’’ of rest, such as melancholy or suicide, which he associated with the languor-
ous lifestyles induced by the beautiful. Contrary to pain, which is ‘‘a surmounting
of difficulties’’ associated with the healthy maintenance of the sense organs, the
beautiful is related to the pleasures of a type of inaction, which is ‘‘productive of
many inconveniences.’’ Indeed, beauty represented the malaise of rest, which
prompts ‘‘all the parts of our bodies to fall into a relaxation, that not only disables
the members from performing their functions, but takes away the vigorous tone
of fibre which is requisite for carrying on the natural and necessary’’ functions of
life (164).

In linking pain with health, Burke outlined in advance some of themost radical
conceptions of pain to emerge from later medical culture. In the history of vitalism,
the usefulness of pain in the production of medical knowledge proved coextensive
with the discovery of its health-enhancing functions. The appearance of pain’s epis-
temological functions is mirrored in the discovery of its therapeutic qualities. In-
deed, it seems that there could never be enough stimuli for a theory of life whose
ruling principles were sensibility and stimulation, and pain, as the strongest type
of stimulation, found a privileged place in this newmedical landscape. As Roselyne
Rey put it, ‘‘the love of life and the exultation of sensibility often adopted an explo-
sive dimension to an extent summarised by the concept that it is pain ‘which gives
new strength to the principle of life.’ ’’36 In the words of a major player in these late-
eighteenth-century developments, the French physician and ideologue, Pierre-Jean
Cabanis (1757–1808), ‘‘Pain does not only provide useful lessons: it also contributes
at times to strengthening the whole body; it instils more stability, balance, and equi-
librium to the nervous and muscular system.’’37 Accordingly, a new therapeutics of
homeopathy and ‘‘perturbation’’ that aimed to inflict pain in order to cure it also
appeared. By the end of the eighteenth century, therefore, pain was promoted to
the point where it was seen as a boost of vital energy, an aggressive technique of
recovery and a cruel catalyst of medical knowledge. Powerful at least until the mid-
nineteenth century, similar ideologies of pain would prove responsible for blocking
the advances of anesthesia in surgical practice.38

At the time of the Enquiry’s composition, however, none of these developments
were obvious. With the exception perhaps of some scattered suggestions that
emerged on the medical fringe during this period, these maximalist tendencies of
later vitalist medicine remained either muddied in controversy or buried in the
realm of the implausible.39 Lacking these much later discursive resources, Burke’s
intuitive, original, and unorthodox identification of pain, health, and the sublime
resorted for appropriatemeans of expression to existing, and quite antiquated,med-
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ical languages such as the discourse of ‘‘exercise or labour.’’ Eventually, this seeming
regression not only allowed Burke to describe the physiological and therapeutic
function of the sublime but also helped him to add a further, equally radical and
original, dimension to the medical discourse of the Enquiry.

Labor and the Medical Sublime

Throughout part 4 of the Enquiry, pain and terror are repeatedly mod-
eled as specific types of labor and exercise on the basis of a physiological similarity.
Pain, ‘‘which consists in tension or contraction’’ resembles ‘‘exercise or labour’’ be-
cause both rely on ‘‘an exertion of the contracting power of themuscles’’ (164). This
physiological equivalence put Burke in a position from which he could plausibly
argue the biological profits of pain and the sublime. As a result, ‘‘labour is not only
requisite to preserve the coarser organs in a state fit for their functions, but it is
equally necessary to these finer and more delicate organs, on which, and by which
the imagination, and perhaps the other mental powers act’’ (164). Exercise is as
‘‘essential to the coarse muscular parts of the constitution’’ as to the finer ones,
because it ‘‘shakes’’ and ‘‘works’’ them. Pain and the sublime, Burke reassured his
readers, guaranteed exactly this type of animation. By contrast, ‘‘without this rous-
ing’’ the organs of the imagination ‘‘become languid, and diseased’’ (165), and
Burke, as expected, associated this kind of pathology with the beautiful. The physi-
cal relaxation that beauty induces generates such ‘‘disorders as may force us to have
recourse to some labour, as a thing absolutely requisite to make us pass our lives
with tolerable satisfaction’’ (164, 177–78).

Today, this metaphorical slippage between pain and labor is seemingly plausi-
ble and generally unproblematic. Even at the time, the medical uses of the notion
of exercise that Burke is here evoking had already had a history as old as classical
medicine. Exercise is a well-known entry in Galen’s (AD 131–201) list of the six
nonnaturals, together with air, diet, sleep and waking, excretions and retentions,
mental affections and ‘‘passions.’’40 Around the time of the Enquiry’s composition,
however, the role of the six nonnaturals in the management of health and disease
gained new momentum in tandem with the vitalist advances in the science of sen-
sibility and stimulation and the concomitant progress of the environmental sci-
ences.41 From Jean-Baptiste Du Bos (1670–1742) to Montesquieu (1689–1755) and
Winckelmann, this medical environmentalism dealt with the effects of the ‘‘physi-
cal’’ causes of climate, geography, or meteorology on the ‘‘moral’’ makeup of men
—their customs, laws, and artistic sensibilities.42 Burke was well versed in this spe-
cific literature.43 Moreover, he provided in his Annual Register one of the rarest and
most unprejudiced accounts in Britain of Winckelmann’s related ideas on the rela-
tionship between climate and the shaping of artistic perception.44 Besides, as we
have seen, Burke’s emphasis on aesthetics as a materialist inquiry dealing with the
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bodily reception of external stimuli had already laid the foundations for a firm under-
standing of this field as an environmental science. It was from within this environ-
mentalist discourse that Burke was led to develop one of its traditional divisions,
the discourse of exercise.

However, the cultural status of exercise should not be taken for granted; on the
contrary, it had been fraught with medical and political hazards. On the one hand,
while medical practice had traditionally devoted careful attention to diet and air,
exercise had proved less popular. On the other, when it was not openly denounced,
exercise remained the source of intense anxieties over its perceived relation to im-
properly high levels of agitation and related associations with impoliteness. Even for
rare advocates of the practice such as Girolamo Mercuriale (1530–1606), Thomas
Sydenham (1624–1689), and George Cheyne (1671–1743), exercise characteristi-
cally remained amarginal and delicate topic.45 At the time of Burke’sEnquiry, medi-
cal writers wishing to enter into a positive discussion about exercise had to pay due
respect to a series of deeply entrenched conventions cherished by their polite clien-
tele and set by them to guard against the perceived negative aspects of this practice.
A firm distinction between exercise and labor was one such convention, and Addi-
son, as one of the foremost spokesmen of polite society, defined the difference. In
his short Spectator essay ‘‘On Labour and Exercise’’ Addison pointed out that
‘‘bodily labour is of two kinds’’: civil ‘‘exercise’’ that man ‘‘undergoes for his plea-
sure,’’ and common ‘‘labour’’ that ‘‘a man submits to for his livelihood.’’46 A year
later, Addison’s ‘‘On the Pleasures of the Imagination’’ refined these ideas. Here the
distinction between exercise and labor emerges as a quantitative contrast between a
minimal and amaximal degree of exertion. ‘‘Gentle exercise’’ is preferred precisely
because it awakens the faculties ‘‘from idleness, without putting them upon any
labour or difficulty.’’47

Burke was fully aware of these subtle distinctions, and he frequently observed
them. An apologetic tone is discernible in his emphasis on moderation reflected in
such phrases as ‘‘due exercise,’’ ‘‘proper order,’’ and ‘‘proper degrees’’ of exertion
(164–65). Despite his occasional interjection of such careful qualifications, however,
this gospel of thriftiness seems shallow—especially in view of the fact that labor’s
twin concept, pain, dictated maximal treatment of the notion of exercise equal to
the treatment to which, as we saw, pain had itself been subjected.Moreover, Burke’s
rhetoric of labor had its own inbuilt tendency to slip from moderation to excess.
Indeed, Burke was bound to break his cautionary stance, eventually reiterating his
claim that the sublime is produced when nerves and muscles are ‘‘very much
strained,’’ and ‘‘their great sensibility’’ is ‘‘highly affected by this straining’’ and by
‘‘that species of uniform labour’’ resembling ‘‘strong pain’’ (167).

As with Burke’s theory of pain, his propositions about labor were all unortho-
dox, although not entirely unheard of. Burke’s originality is the complex product
of an active engagement with a series of current and preexisting ideas, which he
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inflects and reassembles. However, unlike his theory of pain, which was rather
avant-garde, his radical discourse on labor capitalized on a much more archaic
paradigm. In this respect, his major field of reference is not the frequently evoked
George Cheyne, the fashionable medical celebrity of the London and Bath elite,
but actually a source they jointly plundered for information, the much older and
lesser-known Medicina Gymnastica (1705) by Francis Fuller (1670–1706). Born in
Bristol, the son of a nonconformist divine, and educated at St. John’s College, Cam-
bridge, Fuller effectively wrote the first modern bestseller solely dedicated to the
medical properties of physical exercise. His Medicina Gymnastica is a work on the
medical fringe with an explicitly maverick agenda: to disrupt the lazy and fre-
quently harmful overdependence of contemporary medicine on internal drugs and
to advocate ‘‘external,’’ ‘‘general,’’ and environmental therapies such as exercise.

In pursuing this subversive program, Fuller’smedical discourse of exercise fore-
shadows Burke’s theory of the sublime in a variety of ways. First, it releases a sub-
lime imagery of displosive and expellent chemical forces, of ‘‘violent ebullitions’’
and purifying ‘‘sublimations.’’48 Second, exercise activates a vocabulary of themax-
imal intensity of physical labor and its maximal profit to the organism. Insofar as
the vital fiber ‘‘has a peculiar faculty to exert itself more and more,’’ ‘‘wonderful
effects’’ are produced when the ‘‘irritation of the[se] fibres’’ is ‘‘raised to the highest
pitch they are capable of.’’49 Prefiguring Burke’s rhetoric, Fuller proceeded to ex-
plain that ‘‘exercise affects the organs by giving a greater tension to them’’ and
‘‘restore[s] the true tone of the parts by curing the relaxation by which they are
weakened.’’50 As a result, the ‘‘strength and agility’’ of ‘‘robust men’’ are related to
the intensity of the ‘‘violent motions’’ with which they were ‘‘bred up.’’51 Fuller’s
terms of description laid out a network of power concepts that depict exercise as a
sublime, uncontrollable, and self-escalating activity that agitates but also invigo-
rates the human fabric.52

Moreover, Fuller not only made sure that the sublimity of exercise was under-
stood in literary terms as a topic of physiological description. He also developed
the theme of the sublimity of exercise’s contemporary reception, being acutely
aware that, especially for his polite clientele, this practice also operated as an object
of fear and terror, as a sublime affect par excellence. Understandably worrying about the
fortunes of his own quite atypical medical suggestions, Fuller thus pondered the
grave question of how a practitioner like himself could avoid being ‘‘thought one
of themost wild and barbarous of men,’’ if he recommended such a ‘‘severemethod
of cure’’ as exercise, whose ‘‘first consideration carries terror enough in it.’’ Indeed,
who would ‘‘have force enough to prevail against the apprehensions of the Pain and
Trouble,’’ ‘‘oftentimes so strong as to blind the mind, or bribe the will’’ that people
experience at the ‘‘first attempt of exercise’’?53

In Fuller’s view, exercise overwhelms and terrorizes, it is rooted in fear and
bound to inspire primal anxieties. However, in a way similar to Burke’s, tackling
these entrenched anxieties forced Fuller to resort to precisely the same reassuring
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holy trinity of pain, delight, and health that was to prove so instrumental in the defini-
tion of the Burkean sublime. Therefore, Fuller viewed all ‘‘extraordinary efforts of
nature,’’ such as ‘‘sudden surprise, fear, passion, or the like,’’ as salutary types of
‘‘torture.’’ They tend to ‘‘raise the spirits for some time very much’’ and thus bring
about ‘‘great effects.’’54 The healthy terror of exercise would soon emerge as a natu-
ral and irresistible pleasure, a ‘‘grateful sensation.’’55 The body ‘‘accustoms [itself ]
to the use of exercise; [it] may be said to delight [itself ] in that.’’56 For both Fuller
and Burke, exercise is a form of pain that figures as an aesthetic delight. Labor,
pain, and terror emerge for both as aesthetic objects only insofar as they can be
woven into empowering strategies of health.

Consequently, I would argue that the connections Fuller built into the medical
notion of exercise provide an embryonic paradigm, a rough template for Burke’s
seemingly anomalous linkages. Burke’s rhetoric of exercise is not thrown into his
narrative as a casual metaphor. Rather, in Foucauldian terms, a specifically medical
discourse of exercise is the ‘‘archaeological territory’’ of Burke’s science of sensibil-
ity.57 This provided his aesthetics with a genealogical point of reference, Fuller’s
primitivist therapeutics, and an original projection into the future: vitalist medi-
cine. Moreover, the sublimity of Fuller’s discourse on exercise was colored by the
socially specific audiences towhich he addressed it. This eventually involved a series
of compromises that rendered it revealingly different from Burke’s own variant.

The Labors of the Imagination

As in Burke’s Enquiry, there is throughout Fuller’s book a steady recur-
rence of qualifying adjectives such as ‘‘proper,’’ ‘‘just,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ ‘‘gentle,’’ and
‘‘due’’ that strive to saddle the sublime forces of exercise. In opposition to Burke’s
precautions, however, Fuller’s safety measures had a real urgency that actually de-
termined the practical medical advice he suggested. Therefore, judging the inten-
sive habits of exercise prevailing in antiquity as inadmissible by modern standards,
he proceeded to recommend more ‘‘diligent practices of moderate exercise [that]
obtain a [more] proportionable increase of strength.’’58 He extolled the temperate
applications of horse-riding precisely because it excluded the ‘‘violent exercises’’ of
the ancients. Faced with the fearsome sublimity of exercise, Fuller chose to conform
to the sporting ideal of the landed gentry and fashionable society on whose patron-
age medical men of ambition like him were dependent.59

In the years following Fuller’s book this sporting ideal significantly declined.
By contrast, though, the notion of exercise not only remained relevant but also
extended its scope, nowmigrating into fields that Fuller had left untouched. Indeed,
by Burke’s time, the discourse of exercise had become a standard trope applied both
to the gross anatomy of the body and to the mental faculties of reason and the
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imagination, now increasingly understood as material entities with their own phys-
iological rules of function.60 Yet, this transfer did not entail the corresponding trans-
portation of Fuller’s dynamic languages: until Burke’sEnquiry, the discourse ofmen-
tal exercise was dominated by the established aesthetic ideologies of politeness.
Indeed, medical and polite writers, on the one hand, drew attention to the dangers
of the ‘‘labours’’ of the mind and, on the other, emphasized the therapeutic impor-
tance of the ‘‘gentle exercise’’ of the imagination. For Addison, the ‘‘pleasures of
the fancy are more conducive to health than those of the understanding’’ because,
contrary to the gentleness of the imagination, thinking was inevitably attended by
the pathologies of ‘‘a too violent labour of the brain.’’61 Cheyne’s English Malady
built a similarly unsublime ideal of ‘‘low regimen’’ for both the body and the imagi-
nation. This was based on the premise that slow-thinkers ‘‘enjoy the firmest health,
and are subject to the fewest diseases,’’ unlike men of active intellect and imagina-
tion, those whom Cheyne branded ‘‘quick-thinkers,’’ who were prone to illness.62

Accordingly, minimalist techniques such as ‘‘easy and agreeable’’ reading and ‘‘in-
nocent entertaining amusement’’ were recommended. These, along with the bene-
fits of ‘‘perfect calm, serenity, and tranquillity’’ of the ‘‘love of God’’ proposed by
one of Cheyne’s disciples, the famous Church of England clergyman and founder
of Methodism, JohnWesley (1703–1791), were now promoted as the guarantors of
mental hygiene.63 The appeal of this polite aesthetic was broad, and its medical
epitomewas put forward by no less an intellectual fellow of Burke’s than Brocklesby.

Written well before Brocklesby’s trailblazing breakthroughs in the 1750s, while
he was still a medical upstart anxious to open lucrative new markets for himself
among fashionable society, hisReflections on Antient andModern Musick (1749) provide
a characteristic guide of conventional music therapy that repeats and systematizes
Cheyne’s and Wesley’s religious quietism of the soul. Indeed, this ‘‘intelligent and
active principle’’ presiding over the body called for a healthy style of music, charac-
terized by the unsublime combination of ‘‘melodious charms,’’ ‘‘just composition,’’
‘‘just proportion,’’ and the principle of ‘‘variety amidst uniformity.’’64 This typi-
cally polite aesthetic was ‘‘a method’’ directed ‘‘to regulate our constant expense,’’
and to ‘‘curb,’’ to ‘‘reduce,’’ to ‘‘allay,’’ and ‘‘lull’’ ‘‘all unbounded passions.’’ For
Brocklesby, the ‘‘frugal economy’’ specific to this aesthetic would ‘‘lay up the super-
fluous waste and unnecessary profusion so often committed when . . . inordinate
passions excite continual disquiet and anarchy within.’’65 In effect, Brocklesby’s
book provides an exemplary case where the discourse of the soul and its related
continental strains of ‘‘medical pietism’’ intersect nicely with the polite aesthetic of
classical beauty.66

More interestingly, this discursive amalgamation is by no means a unique phe-
nomenon in the history of art of this period; it actually provided the template for
much of the neoclassical art theory that was taking shape simultaneously with
Burke’s Enquiry. Indeed, as Winckelmann’s notebooks in the Bibliothèque Natio-
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nale in Paris show, the leading representative of neoclassicism had avidly read and
copied from this kind of medical and polite literature.67 The section ‘‘Nature’’ in
his early essay Thoughts on the Imitation of the Painting and Sculpture of the Greeks (1755)
replicates this rhetoric with consistency. Winckelmann endorsed Cheyne’s ‘‘milk
diet’’ and discourse of physical exercise as antidotes to what he faithfully called the
‘‘English Malady.’’ In the same essay, as well as in his landmark work The History
of Ancient Art (1764), Winckelmann also elevated climate and environmental factors
as key conditions for the production of high-quality art.68 Moreover, his later defi-
nition of ideal beauty as a state of health was dependent on the rhetoric of ‘‘medical
pietism’’ that he picked up during his early medical studies in Jena.69 Health was
unthinkable without the ‘‘unity’’ and ‘‘truth’’ of a ‘‘calm soul,’’ andWinckelmann’s
ideal art sought to imitate this state, both for the benefit of artists and for the moral
quality of the figures represented. Indeed, his aesthetic quietism, which repeatedly
emphasized the ideal of minimal physical tension in representation, provides the
equivalent of the belief of medical pietism in the existence of a ‘‘bio-soul’’ that ac-
tively supervises the operation of the body and intervenes to maintain an unper-
turbed balance of the fluids and a strict economy of spirits as a matter of the utmost
moral necessity.

Put in this context, the radicalism of Burke’s Enquiry becomes evident. It had
methodological implications, especially insofar as it disrupted the medical pietism
of Cheyne and Brocklesby. As a fine eighteenth-century specimen of materialist
thought, the Enquiry’s physiological descriptions polemically aimed ‘‘to show how
humans could be explained purely in terms of matter inmotion,’’ that is, without the
evocation of such imponderables as the existence of an immaterial soul or ‘‘ultimate
causes’’ (159–60).70 Burke’s Enquiry is part of a broader eighteenth-century shift
that, as Thomas Dixon has shown, gradually replaced the language of the ‘‘pas-
sions’’ with the materialist, though not necessarily atheist, discourse of the ‘‘emo-
tions.’’71 Moreover, from the physiological point of view, the radicalism of Burke’s
Enquiry is, of course, related to the amplified economies of stimulation that it en-
dorsed but, even more significantly, to their new fields of application, namely the
previously forbidden territory of the ‘‘imagination.’’ In effect, Burke suggested that
the delicate ‘‘organs of the imagination’’ can and actually shouldwork as hard as the
body. With him, there emerges a maverick grossness of mental labor whose maximal
economy of operation is designed to shake and stir the delicate fabric of the mind
and nervous system.

As a result, the Burkean sublime challenged in differing degrees the certainties
of both traditional medical practice and the polite and religious cultures in which
this kind of medicine operated. It constitutes a systematic departure from those
aspects that polite society relished under the heading of the beautiful (177–86) and
equally from the rhetoric of grandeur and those older, quieter, and more disembod-
ied versions of the sublime still current in his time.More important, Burke’s materi-
alism sought the implications and the ramifications of this aesthetic in and with the
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body, in this most intimate yet common fabric of human experience. In this respect,
Burke’s materialismmarks a crucial shift in the organization of the biological econ-
omy of the modern body and the projects of ‘‘bio-power’’ attendant to it.72

The Politics of Animal Economy

Asmust have been expected, Burke’s intensified ‘‘bio-economies’’ fueled
a series of anxieties that became evident again in the press reception of the Enquiry.
Faced with the increased tensions of the new sublime, the Literary Magazine felt
obliged to counter it with the established andmore moderate versions of the Longi-
nian sublime, ‘‘the noblest emotion of which we are capable.’’73 Likewise, the Criti-
cal Review acknowledged that the sublime relies on ‘‘raising a strong emotion in
the soul,’’ but categorically refused to accept Burke’s exclusive identification of the
sublime with ‘‘whatever excites a violent perturbation of the mind.’’ Dissociating
it from those ‘‘instances in which the mind is . . . violently agitated,’’ the reviewer
underlined the relation of the sublime to its older polite connotations—‘‘noble and
lofty sentiments,’’ ‘‘admiration,’’ ‘‘elevation,’’ and ‘‘happiness.’’74

However, Burke’s iconoclasm was not designed to be wholly unpleasant; it was
rather caught up within the complex social force-fields of the time, testing and try-
ing, in the process, its own possible horizons of fulfillment and representation. The
uses of the discourse of exercise in the medical literature of the time highlight again
some of these political inscriptions.

Indeed, for Fuller, vigorous exercise is repeatedly associated with ‘‘daily hard
labour’’ and the ‘‘poorer sort of people,’’ from ‘‘tumblers’’ to ‘‘rope dancers and the
like.’’75 Hard labor fends off the debilitating luxuries of the ‘‘wise, the rich, the val-
iant and the mighty.’’76 But it is also a major source of monstrous deformations and
unequal anatomical growth that both Fuller and Cheyne identified with the lower
classes and contrasted to the ‘‘better habit of body’’ of their class superiors.77

Cheyne’s healthy and well-trained group of ‘‘slow-thinkers’’ included ‘‘idiots, peas-
ants, andmechanics, and all those we call indolent people.’’78 By contrast, the inevi-
table diseases of ‘‘quick-thinking,’’ melancholy and suicide, belonged to the ‘‘supe-
rior rank of the various classes of mankind.’’79 Apart from the fact that Cheyne thus
redefined psychosomatic disease as amark of social distinction for the upper classes,
shrewdly linking it to ‘‘a sociology of success,’’ as Roy Porter put it, this move also
turned the polite aesthetic that he advocated into an equally class-specific therapy.80

Brocklesby, in this particular respect, was forthcoming: the polite rules of ease and
repose can only be followed by those who are placed ‘‘in a superior rank of the
various classes of mankind.’’ But ‘‘this can never be hoped from the vulgar herd of
mankind,’’ who cannot forgo ‘‘the pleasures arising from the irregular gratification
of each passing fancy.’’81 Cheyne was somewhat more flexible than Brocklesby, and
this widened the appeal of his propositions. Cheyne, for example, saw clearly that
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‘‘the diseases of the wealthy, the voluptuous and the lazy’’ also demanded the lessons
that could be drawn from the rude health of ‘‘the frugal and the laborious.’’82 As a
matter of fact, his frequent references to ‘‘temperance,’’ ‘‘abstinence,’’ and ‘‘indus-
try’’ were based on the ‘‘knowledge of the precise and precious mediocrity’’ that
the ‘‘middling Rank’’ so successfully commanded.83

As a result, Fuller, Cheyne, and Brocklesby represent three somewhat distinct
ways of addressing different sections of the ruling classes with discrete lifestyles and
therapeutic repertoires. Where Fuller represented a much older world of classical
republicanism, and Brocklesby unwaveringly adhered to the protocols of politeness,
Cheyne held up the bourgeois ethos of work as an alternative model to the excesses
of fashionable society. Cheyne indeed signifies one more landmark in this long but
increasingly prominent discussion in the first half of the eighteenth century about
the virtues of industry and the misfortunes of luxury. As Tom Furniss has convinc-
ingly shown, this discussion can be traced as far back as John Locke.84 However,
the period immediately following the publication of Burke’s Enquiry witnessed a
renewed interest in the notion of labor, encapsulated aptly in the painter Joseph
Wright of Derby’s (1734–1797) series of iron forge scenes.85 As David Solkin has
rightly noted, this focus was partly fed by chronic anxieties about the enfeebling
effects of luxury, which reached their peak around the period of the Seven Years’
War.86 It is in this context that a new generation of polite writers like David Hume
(1711–1776) or Cheyne notably upgraded the economical, moral, cultural, and
physical aspects of labor as antidotes to the lethargic and ‘‘effeminate’’ effects of
luxurious pleasure.

Contrary to appearances, however, Burke’s sublime was not exactly aligned
with this modernized version of politeness. In contrast to the way polite eulogies to
‘‘the benefits of strenuous physical activity’’ stopped far short of ‘‘suggesting that
gentlemen should becomemanual labourers,’’ the Burkean sublime frequently har-
bored implications that threatened these established social divisions.87 Indeed, the
Enquiry systematically blurred the politically laden distinctions between body and
mind—gross and fine types of labor—that mainstream polite and medical litera-
ture treasured. As I have already mentioned, Burke’s notion of a labor of the imagi-
nation does not fit into the traditional polarity between ‘‘physical industry’’ and the
type of ‘‘mental exercise that accompanies the aesthetic experience of the sublime,’’
as Solkin put it.88 Burke may be affirming that ‘‘common labour, which is a mode
of pain, is the exercise of the grosser parts,’’ while ‘‘a mode of terror is the exercise
of the finer parts of the system,’’ but, before the end of the same paragraph, he blurs
this distinction almost irretrievably (165). ‘‘Pain and terror’’ are treated as identical,
and ‘‘as these emotions clear the parts, whether fine, or gross . . . they are capable of
producing delight’’ (165, my italics). Throughout Burke’s Enquiry fine nerves, even
the mind itself, behave exactly like gross muscles—they shake and vibrate, contract
and dilate. This is not a minor or coincidental idea: it is actually consistent with
the generally high standard of scientific rigor that the Enquiry set. It is happily at-
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tunedwith similar developments in themedical avant-garde of the time and heralds
the forthcoming reorientation of physiological analysis toward new and more inte-
grated ‘‘neuromuscularmodels.’’89 In this sense, it reflects the increasingly problem-
atic distinctions between muscles and nerves: the extreme fineness of nerves, enter-
ing into muscle tissue and radiating into millions of muscle fibers, made fine and
gross organs seem anatomically indissoluble and firm distinctions between them
meaningless.

Consequently, Terry Eagleton’s belief that the Enquiry represented the banal
clash between, on the one hand, ‘‘the patrician elite’’ inclined toward the noble and
finer actions of the mental faculties and, on the other, the ‘‘labouring classes’’
doomed to gross manual exertion, appears to bemistaken. In this conflict, Eagleton
thought that Burke offered unequivocal support for the upper classes. Burke’s ‘‘sub-
lime . . . is the richman’s labour, invigorating an otherwise dangerously complacent
ruling class’’ in its fight against the ‘‘lowly activity of labour’’ specific to the ‘‘poor
man.’’90 Though these divisions and their attendant evaluations may perhaps apply
to Cheyne or Hume, Burke’s discourse reveals a web of quite different political and
aesthetic allegiances.91

In contrast to Eagleton, Furniss has placed the Enquiry in the different context
of the ‘‘political struggle between England’s traditional ruling class and the up-
wardly mobile commercial class.’’92 In Furniss’s view, Burke’s theory of the sublime
represents the middle-class ethos of industry, while his pejorative perception of
beauty criticizes the luxurious lifestyles of the ruling elite. This otherwise fair diag-
nosis presents two problems. First, it underestimates the way Burke shrewdly allied
his aesthetic discourse to the languages of the laboring poor, and second, it treats
the middle class to which the Enquiry indeed appealed as one solid and undifferen-
tiated mass. Burke’s amplified labor of the senses seems to have a different political
clientele from the ‘‘brave new world of the Whig hegemony, with its mad scramble
for wealth, place and fashion.’’93 If doctors like Cheyne addressed the fashionable
society and the upper middle classes by holding up the ‘‘middle station of life’’ as
a model, Burke seems to go further down the social scale for models and audiences.
Part 4 ‘‘infected’’ aesthetics with the maximal languages of the sublime, which,
contrary to the polite aesthetic, ‘‘in all things abhorsmediocrity’’ (121). It effectively
pointed the theory toward ideas coming from below, namely the common labor of
men and its uncommon intensities. Unsurprisingly, in this respect, it was only in the
revolutionary climate of the late 1780s that Burke’s maximal perception of health
would finally find its medical equivalent. Echoing Burke’s earlier propositions, Bru-
nonianism ( JohnBrown’s [1735–1788] radical theory of nervous excitability) advo-
cated the therapeutic properties of maximizing rather than reducing excitation94

and, on this basis, simultaneously sought to revolutionize ‘‘old physic,’’ the medical
profession, and society as a whole.95

However, this should not be taken to mean that the Enquiry or even the theory
of the sublime itself were unambiguous instruments in the service of political radi-
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calism. Far from it: insofar as Burke defined the sublime as this unique force in and
by which ‘‘two ideas as opposite as can be imagined’’ can be ‘‘reconciled’’ (121), his
Enquirywent on to build an alliance of disparate and frequently opposing discursive
forces. Burke’s sharp division between beauty and the sublime, for example, evoked
discourses associated with the inflexible and ‘‘notably anachronistic’’ languages of
country gentlemen.96 Finally, the addition of the polite ‘‘red tape’’ of the essay ‘‘On
Taste,’’ which was appended to the second edition of the Enquiry, restored the links
with the fashionable ‘‘commercial humanism’’ of Hume, Cheyne, and the third earl
of Shaftesbury (1671–1713) that the sublime rhetoric of pain, labor, and violence
had dangerously severed. Similarly, Burke’s thoroughly conventional perception of
painting and his attempt to restrict his advocacy of the sublime to the appreciation
of nature and the realm of poetry revalidated the established polite aesthetic.

In light of this analysis, if, as Furniss rightly insists, Burke’s Enquiry helped ‘‘to
propel an ongoing bourgeois ‘revolution,’ ’’ this was accomplished through a famil-
iar process of ‘‘inclusion’’ that involved a series of messy amalgamations.97 The En-
quiry encouraged rather than sanitized discursive interactions and contaminated
rather than purified class boundaries.98 In the end, it inflamed and then offered to
manage crises in the social and the discursive. In view of this analysis, Ferguson’s
puzzlement over what she called the ‘‘paradoxically urbane and pragmatic ac-
count’’ of Enquiry no longer seems justified; nor could the Burkean sublime still
comply with the transcendental terms that describe it as ‘‘the different by defini-
tion.’’99 On the contrary, Burke seems to have produced a work of ‘‘criticism,’’
whose aesthetic propositions and relevance for art history seem more advanta-
geously understood from within its many discursive voices, social affiliations, and
disciplinary functions. In effect, Burke’s aesthetic Enquiry was simultaneously a
work of moral philosophy, political theory, medical science, and mass psychology.
To paraphrase Michel Serres, it presented a multitemporal bricolage, which drew
‘‘from the obsolete, the contemporary, and the futuristic’’; it presented a compound,
which reveals both a time and a discursive force-field ‘‘that is gathered together,
with multiple pleats.’’100

I propose, therefore, that the study of Burke’s Enquiry creates a favorable series
of viewpoints for a historically informed understanding of some of the broader
implications of what Wolfgang Iser recently defined as ‘‘the resurgence of the aes-
thetic’’ today.101 If in a sublime fashion the aesthetic has now, according to Iser,
‘‘spread its activity’’ into ‘‘an unforeseeable expansion [of ] ever new territories of
human existence,’’ then Burke’s Enquiry offers a paradigmatic model of this expan-
sion.102 Disrupting the nineteenth-century reductive identification of aesthetics
with the artwork and the philosophy of art, Burke’s pragmatic approach indeed
matches current definitions of the aesthetic as ‘‘a central orientation for assessing
and judging human experience.’’103 Moreover, if Iser is right that this recent shift
is embedded in the way in which the body in the twentieth century ‘‘embarked on
a breath-taking career,’’ Burke’s Enquiry shows that this connection with the body
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was central to the very birth of aesthetics two and a half centuries ago.104 And while
Iser is right that Alexander G. Baumgarten (1714–1762) perceived of the ‘‘aesthetic
as a lower faculty’’ because of its association with the senses, Burke emphasized the
primacy of the body in the formation of taste with relatively little prejudice (51–
56).105 As amatter of fact, Burke’s aesthetics demonstrate that if from the eighteenth
century onwards the body emerges as ‘‘a bio-political reality,’’ and medicine is pro-
moted into ‘‘a bio-political strategy,’’ this shift was possible through a series of inter-
discursive realignments.106 In the Enquiry’s case, Burke’s aesthetics are indistin-
guishable from the historical birth of aesthetics as a science of sensibility and the
transformation of medicine into an aesthetic of health, now both of them jointly
unraveling the art and the science of optimal living.

From this point of view, Iser’s urgent call upon the aesthetic to serve as the
most appropriate tool for the political management of ‘‘an increasingly disoriented
world’’ rehearses the generative moment of aesthetics.107 Premised on his liberal
understanding of contemporary politics as a new process of ‘‘possibilising,’’ a
‘‘weighing and pondering’’ among a ‘‘cascade of possibilities, unbounded in
range,’’ Iser’s ‘‘aesthetic’’ style of doing politics finds, in fact, its genealogical point
of reference in Burke’s Enquiry.108 The Enquiry indeed addressed, ‘‘convey[ed,] and
cope[d] with open-ended reality’’ with a comparable determination and, similarly,
saw the emergence of modernity through the eyes of modern liberalism as a never-
ending process of optimal individual and collective government.109

This might look like an unsublime—quite utilitarian—conclusion to the dis-
course of the sublime. However, it was this pragmatic framework that allowed
Burke to redefine the self and the social as the sublime forces par excellence. The
sublime indeed offered Burke the opportunity to imagine and to represent a new
paradigm of maximal economies of the self and, simultaneously, new strategies of
social empowerment. TheEnquiry’s relation tomoral philosophy, what Terry Eagle-
ton has aptly called its ‘‘social phenomenology,’’ ensured Burke’s determination to
show the specific relevance of his aesthetics to the broader issue of social unity.110

More particularly, in the most frequently quoted sections of the Enquiry, those that
deal with the phenomenon of ‘‘sympathy,’’ Burke put the sublime firmly into the
moral contexts of compassion and empathy, viewing it as a precious instinct de-
signed, as I showed earlier, to strengthen social bonds (92). Moreover, as Vanessa
Ryan has rightly noted, this social framework within which Burke understood his
physiology of aesthetics seems to provide a refreshing alternative to Kant’s unso-
ciable definition of the sublime as the supreme instance of the reaffirmation of the
reasoning subject.111

However, contrary to Ryan’s assumptions, the ethical concerns of the Burkean
sublime do not exactly offer the ‘‘moral counterpart’’ to the ‘‘potential misan-
thropic and destructive tendencies’’ of Kant’s subjectivist version of the sublime.112

Nor, as the present analysis of the Enquiry’s physiology has shown, could Burke’s
engagement with the social be taken to ‘‘subordinate the individual within a social
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and ethical context’’ (my italics).113 If anything, Burke’s individualistic physiology
and his notion of social sympathy explored, from different but equally important
directions, new patterns of maximal interdependence between societies and individu-
als. In this sense, Burke’s Enquiry tackles the enduring question of modern liberal-
ism that emerged with specific urgency during the eighteenth century: how can
intense engagement with individual self-interest, of a simultaneously political and
biological nature, be a beneficial force for the ‘‘wealth of nations’’—for the ‘‘well-
being’’ of society, to be etymologically precise? Anticipating Adam Smith’s (1723–
1790) equally interdisciplinary answers to the problem, Burke’s Enquiry was one of
the earliest and most compelling attempts to define the materialist conditions
through which the mutual empowerment between individuals and societies and
their union in ever strengthening ties of integration, power, and health could be
achieved.114 This project, which has since defined the sublimity of modernity as a
perilous state of perpetual crisis and contradiction, is inextricably bound up with
the hyperpragmatism of optimal management that it invites. If this brings to mind
the all too familiar sublime cycles of modern capitalism, it is because Burke’s trea-
tise was an early but astute response to some of capitalism’s most enduring and
intractable rules of operation.
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